
International Sales Manager (m/f)
To Support our Team we are seeking for...

in Munich

As a neutral technology provider, intelliAd offers an integrated platform for tracking and 360 degree optimization of 
all online marketing activities. With IntelliAd’s Multichannel Tracking, the performance of channels such as search 
engine advertising, SEO, social media, display advertising, direct traffic, price comparison engines, newsletters, affi-
liate marketing, TV and telephone can be measured and the customer journey can be evaluated on a cross-channel 
basis. In combination with our highly effective bid management, agencies and advertisers can sustainably boost the 
performance of their online campaigns and efficiently allocate their entire advertising budget. In July 2012, intelli-
Ad became a company of Deutsche Post DHL. 

Your Responsibilities

 » Build up your own sales funnel from scratch, mainly in 
the international online agency sector

 » Develop and assess sales strategies in order to ensure 
revenue growth

 » Coordinate the sales approach within your territory
 » Ensure a reliable revenue forecast
 » Build strong relationships with key clients to drive 

growth
 » Manage strategic negotiations with existing clients 

and prospects
 » Maintain your accounts within intelliAds internal CRM 

system
 » Monitor the achievement of your sales targets to 

make sure that goals are being met/exceeded

Your Qualifications

 » At least 5 years of sales experience
 » Proven track record, preferably in a SaaS company or 

an online marketing agency
 » University degree or similar education
 » Strongly goal-oriented with valuable selling skills
 » Farming of existing customers and Retention Ma-

nagement of customers with notice
 » Excellent interpersonal and negotiation skills
 » Experienced in the communication and the develop-

ment of complex customer relationships
 » Enthusiasm for the job and passion for sales
 » Hands-on attitude
 » Strong IT competences as well as experience with a 

CRM tool, preferably MS Dynamics
 » Fluent in Business-English, both spoken and written

Our Offer

 » Insights into the online marketing world from the perspective of a technology leader
 » Nice team that is highly qualified and hungry for success
 » Modern place to work in the heart of Munich 
 » Attractive and performance-based compensation 
 » Excellent working atmosphere, flat hierarchies and short paths of decision-making
 » Regular team events and many benefits (gym, fresh fruits and vegetables, etc.)

Apply
now!

Interested?
We look forward to receive your application with your salary expectations and your desired date to start with us.

intelliAd Media GmbH
Nadine Weiser (Human Resources)
jobs@intelliad.de
Sendlinger Str. 7
80331 München

www.facebook.com/intelliad

www.twitter.com/intelliad

www.intelliad.de/jobs


